
 

Johnsonville Ebola body dump in August of 2014 

http://time.com/3089377/ebola-liberia-state-of-emergency/ 

Liberia was grappling with this new disease and the entire country was living on fear. The government 

was overwhelmed by the number of people who were dying on a daily basis. Many communities 

including West Point were becoming suspicious that the government was bringing sick people and 

burying dead bodies in their communities. Men wearing PPE or Personal Protective equipment were 

chased away whenever they took a dead person to bury. The government one day bought a parcel of 

land in the Johnsonville area and decided to use it as an Ebola burial site. But according to residents that 

I spoke to, the government did not inform them that the land was going to be used to burry Ebola dead.  

When I and other journalists go on the scene after hearing the news, what we saw was very appalling. 

There were body bags with dead people inside, some of these bags were lying in holes filled with water 

and not covered. The gloves, facemasks, wipes and PPE used by health workers were lying everywhere. 

We hard to be careful not to step on them; the wooden plates with names of the dead were lying all 

over the place. People were shocked, I was shocked. The machine used to dig these graves was also 

abandoned on the site. The community people told us that health workers has brought these bodies 

during the night into the community to bury and they were chased away by community members after 

it was found out.  It was 37 bodies in all but not all were buried as you can see from the pictures that I 

sent and the narration too.  

Johnsonville was not the only community that had to grapple with this issue. I saw many dead bodies in 

the streets of Monrovia. Some stayed for days before they could be picked up by men in PPE.  

 

I Wade C. L. Williams affirm that the information I have given is true. 

This 29th Day of August, 2017 

X
Wade C. L. Williams
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